Many grasshopper species are considered of agronomical importance because they cause damage to pastures and crops. Comprehension of pest population dynamics requires a clear understanding of the genetic diversity and spatial structure of populations. In this study we report on patterns of genetic variation in the South American grasshopper Dichroplus elongatus which is an agricultural pest of crops and forage grasses of great economic significance in Argentina. We use Direct Amplification of Minisatellite Regions (DAMD) and partial sequences of the cytochrome oxydase 1 (COI) mitochondrial gene to investigate intraspecific structure, demographic history and gene flow patterns in twenty Argentinean populations of this species belonging to different geographic and biogeographic regions. DAMD data suggest that, although genetic drift and migration occur within and between populations, measurable relatedness among neighbouring populations declines with distance and dispersal over distances greater than 200 km is not typical, whereas effective gene flow may occur for populations separated by less than 100 km. Landscape analysis was useful to detect genetic discontinuities associated with environmental heterogeneity reflecting the changing agroecosystem. The COI results indicate the existence of strong genetic differentiation between two groups of populations located at both margins of the Paraná River which became separated during climate oscillations of the Middle Pleistocene, suggesting a significant restriction in effective dispersion mediated by females and large scale geographic differentiation. The number of migrants between populations estimated through mitochondrial and DAMD markers suggest that gene flow is low prompting a nonhomogeneous spatial structure and justifying the variation through space. Moreover, the genetic analysis of both markers allows us to conclude that males appear to disperse more than females, reducing the chance of the genetic loss associated with recent anthropogenic fragmentation of the D. elongatus studied range. 
Introduction
The evolutionary potential of a species depends mainly on the genetic variation of their populations, which is the consequence of a balance between evolutionary and demographic processes generating either heterogeneity or homogeneity among local populations. The amount of genetic variation within and among natural populations is mainly explained by several historical and contemporary processes, including genetic drift, effective migration, natural selection, fragmentation and range expansion [1] . Population genetics provides models and tools for interpretation of the processes that shape population structure. DNA based marker methods are usually used in ecological, evolutionary, and genetic approaches to analyse efficiently genetic structure in both animal and plant species [2, 3] .
Since Jeffreys et al. [4] , minisatellites have drawn the attention of researchers because they are highly variable and can potentially detect genetic variation within and between populations when other markers fail. Minisatellites, also called variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR), are tandem repeat DNA sequences that generally consist of 10-60 bp motifs. Most of the minisatellites share a common motif known as a core sequence [5] . Heath et al. [6] described a novel method termed direct amplification of minisatellite-region DNA (DAMD), which amplified regions that are rich in minisatellite repeats using PCR. This method uses the core sequence of minisatellites as a single primer, generating AFLP-like banding profiles [7] .
Population genetic structure is not always mirrored in the geographical proximity of individuals. Therefore, identifying populations a priori can lead to errors due to potential biases caused by unidentified migrants and cryptic spatial structure [8] . Bayesian clustering methods use genetic information to assign individuals to populations without assuming predefined populations. They can assign either the individuals or a fraction of their genome to a number of clusters based on multilocus markers such as minisatellites.
One persistent challenge in the analysis of population genetic data is the need to account for the spatial arrangement of samples and populations. Spatial genetic structure is defined as the nonrandom distribution of genetic variation among individuals within populations. Unlike traditional genetic studies, landscape genetics incorporates tests to analyse the existence of probable landscape heterogeneity on gene flow and hence on genetic variation patterns [9] .
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) data have been extensively used to understand the spatial distribution of genetic lineages within species allowing the historical factor with the highest effect on the lineages spatial patterns to be identified [10] . Most relevant hypotheses in phylogeographical studies are related to dispersal and demographic processes, inferences which are usually based on estimates of genetic diversity, divergence time and demographic history [11] . Inferences concerning demographic events have become a central challenge in phylogeography, and the recent development of new, more objective mathematical models based on coalescent theory have enhanced the analysis of demographic history of natural populations. Modern genetic population approaches allow developing estimators of population parameters as the rate of mutation, the time of separation between two populations, the rate of migration between populations, the changes in population size as well as the action of natural selection [12, 13, 14] .
Mitochondrial and nuclear markers differ in their mode of inheritance and in the rate of evolution. Mitochondrial sequences tend to have faster evolution with respect to nuclear sequences [15] . Markers with fast evolution tend to enhance recent demographic events; nonetheless, changes may saturate over long time periods [16] . Approaches comparing markers that evolve differently in time can offer complementary information to understand population structure.
Many grasshopper species behave as opportunist species, which are able to increase their population size and geographical distribution, in response to the expansion of cultivated areas. Most of them are considered of economic importance because of the damages they cause to crops and pastures [17] . Understanding population dynamic in environments altered by anthropogenic activity requires detailed information about genetic diversity and spatial structure of populations [18] .
The grasshopper Dichroplus elongatus provides a helpful biological model to analyse the structure of populations that vary in their historical frequency in relation to control management strategies and the extent of demographic fluctuation because of their great biotic potential. D. elongatus is a South American grasshopper with a wide geographic distribution which has been reported as a dominant or codominant species in most grasshoppers outbreaks which have occurred in the last years [19] . Populations of this species have the ability to dramatically increase in size, making it an agricultural pest of crops (soybean and sunflower) and forage grasses of great economic significance [19, 20, 21] .
Previous studies have revealed strong genetic structure at chromosome level. Population cytogenetic studies demonstrated that the persistence of B chromosomes in natural populations from Argentina may be explained mainly in a selective scenario. The maintenance on supernumerary chromosomes is the result of trade-offs among opposite selective effects and interactions with their mitotic instability [22, 23] .
The efficiency of using the estimates of genetic diversity in the management of agronomically important species depends on the efficiency of detecting the population structure and identification of the origin of migrants [24] . The assessment of genetic diversity and population structure in D.elongatus samples using molecular neutral markers can gain insight into these aspects.
Our general goal is to analyse genetic variation in populations of this grasshopper species by DAMD, in order to generate a large number of characters needed for genomic scans, and by sequences of mitochondrial DNA. Our particular aims are to obtain complementary information to improve our understanding of the processes underlying the spatial and temporal dimensions of genetic variation and thereby reach a better idea of intraspecific structure, demographic history and gene flow patterns in 20 Argentinean populations of D. elongatus belonging to different geographic and biogeographic regions.
Materials and Methods

Sample Collection
A total of 385 adult males of Dichroplus elongatus (Orthoptera: Acrididae) was collected from 20 natural populations across three biogeographic regions (sense [25] ) of Argentina (Table 1) . No specific permission was required for these field studies because the grasshopper species studied did not involve an endangered or protected species.
DAMD-PCR Method
Total genomic DNA was isolated according to the method of Marchant [26] with some modifications. Extracted genomic DNA was used as template DNA in a minisatellite repeat primed polymerase chain reaction (PCR), as described in Heath et al. [6] . Each reaction used one synthetic oligonucleotide design from a minisatellite repeat core sequence as a primer [6] . The utilised primers included M13 59-GAG GGT GGC GGT TCT-39 and INS 59-ACA GGG GTG TGG GG-39. Reactions were run using a touchdown approach with the first five cycles decreasing by 1uC per cycle from annealing temperatures of 50uC for INS and 51uC for M13 (to guarantee a high specificity), followed by 35 cycles with annealing temperatures of 46uC for INS and 47uC for M13 (60 s). We also used a 72uC extension cycle (90 s) and a 94uC denaturing cycle (60 s). Reaction mixtures (50 ml) contained 1X reaction buffer, 50 mM MgCl2, 200 mM dNTPs, 2 mM primer, 50 U/ml Taq polymerase (Invitrogen), and 200 ng DNA. PCR products (6 ml) were fractionated on 6% polyacrylamide gels for 3 h at 55 W, and the DNA bands were visualised by silver nitrate staining (Promega, Biodynamics). Bands ranging from 300 to 1,000 bp were scored for the further analysis.
mtDNA Amplification and Sequencing
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to amplify a 526-base pair (bp) fragment of the mitochondrial gene cytochrome oxidase I (COI) in a total of 169 adult males using specific primers from [27] : D6 mtDNA 59-GGAGGATTTGGAAATTGAT-TAGTTCC-39 and D11 mtDNA 59-ACTGTAAATATATGAT-GAGCTCA-39. Each PCR was carried out in a total volume of 50 ml. PCRs contained 50 mM Cl 2 Mg, 50 mM dNTPs, 10 mM of each primer, 50 U/ml Taq polymerase (Invitrogen), 10 X buffer and 100 ng DNA template. The following temperature profile was used for the PCR: 94uC for 3 min, followed by 10 amplification cycles with an annealing temperature at 46uC for 1 min and 25 amplification cycles at 51uC for 40 s. Each cycle was preceded by a denaturalisation cycle at 94uC for 10 s and followed by an elongation cycle at 68u for 1 min. The final extension was conducted at 68uC for 10 min. After visualisation on a 1% agarose gel with a 100 bp ladder, PCR products were purified and sequenced on an ABI PrismTM Sequencer 31309l Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Inc.) by the Macrogen INC., Seoul, Korea Sequencing Service.
DAMD Statistical Analysis
The DAMD bands were scored as presence (1) or absence (0) and only those that were well defined in all populations were taken into account to generate the DAMD matrix dataset.
Independence of DAMD fragments were tested by means of the Fisher's exact test with the Markov chain method considering 1000 iterations per batch and using GENEPOP software v4.0 [28] .
Intrapopulation Genetic Diversity
The genetic variability was estimated under two different conditions: by supposing Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (F IS = 0) and by assuming F IS = 0.23 estimated previously through isoenzymatic analysis in Sequeira et al. [29] . AFLPsurv software [30] was used to estimate the percentage of polymorphic loci (PPL) at the 5% level and expected heterozygosity (H E ) following Lynch and Milligan [31] . We estimated allelic frequencies at DAMD loci using the Bayesian method developed by Zhivotovsky [32] for diploid species. In addition, the Shannon information index (I) [33] was calculated as a measure of gene diversity across all markers (loci) using POPGENE software [34] .
Genetic Differentiation among Populations and Gene Flow
Divergence among the sampled populations was assessed by an analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA, [35] ) using GENEA-LEX software [36] . Due to the dominant expression of DAMD markers, the AMOVA analyses partitioned variation according to correlations among genotypes rather than variation in gene frequencies.
Genetic differentiation between pairs of populations was analysed through pair-wise F ST comparisons. The statistical significance of each of the variance components of the AMOVA and the paired comparisons was determined by nonparametric procedures using 1000 random permutations.
The gene flow between populations was estimated through F ST statistics according to Wright [37] .
We also estimated population differentiation implementing a Bayesian approach for dominant markers without assuming Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium using HICKORY version 1.0.4. [38] . This Bayesian approximation estimated h B and f coefficients, equivalents of F ST and F IS Wright indices, using Markov chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) simulations. Results were examined under three probable models: i) full model (f?0 and h B ?0); ii) f = 0 model (f = 0 and h B ?0); iii) theta = 0 model (f?0 and h B = 0). Then, we compared models using the Deviant Information Criterion (DIC) [39] .
Genetic structuring of the samples was investigated in parallel using 2 Bayesian population assignment methods implemented in STRUCTURE 2.1 [40] and BAPS 4.1 [41] . STRUCTURE treats the allele frequencies, the number of genetically distinct groups (K) in the sample and individual ancestry in each group as random variables to be simultaneously determined. The most likely partition of the data set was selected assuming correlated frequencies and admixture origin of populations, using 5 replicates with a 700000 repetition burn-in period and 500000 Markov chain Monte Carlo randomisations for each value in the range K = 1 to K = 20, with prior population information. The optimal K-value was chosen according to the maximum log-likelihood, L(K) output by STRUCTURE.
BAPS considers populations instead of individuals as sampling units and establishes populations with different allelic frequencies instead of partitioning individuals based on Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Under the spatial model, the population structure is estimated supposing as a priori information that the structure within a certain sampling area depends on the adjacent areas. Under the option ''spatial clustering'', the population landscape is scattered into a ''coloured Voronoi tesselation'' [42] . We conducted admixture and mixture analysis of both individuals and populations with the geographic origin of the samples either used as prior information or not. BAPS was run with the maximal number of groups (K) set to 2-20. Each run was replicated six times, and the results were averaged according to the resultant likelihood scores.
Phenetic Relationships
Nei's genetic distances [43] were estimated among subpopulations by using the DAMD allele frequencies pooled within each population and the RAPDDIST subprogramme of the RAPD software [44] . Bootstrapping over loci was performed by using the RAPDBOOT subprogramme, with 1000 permutations. A consensus phenogram was estimated from the genetic distance matrix, using the NEIGHBOR and CONSENSE programmes of PHYLIP version 3.5 [45] .
Spatial Genetic Structure Analysis
We analysed the relationship between population pairwise genetic similarity and geographic distances based on the spatial autocorrelation multivariate approach development by [46] using GENEALEX software [47] . The 95% confidence intervals around r = 0 (under null hypotheisis of non spatial structure) were estimated by random permutations of all individuals among distance classes and the recalculation of r 1000 times to establish the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals around this value. Likewise we analysed the positive autocorrelation over short distances using a one-tailed test proposed by [48] estimating the level of significance (P) of observed r values though 1000 permutations. The 95% confidence intervals around each r value were estimated by bootstrapping. The correlation coefficient was plotted as a function of distance to produce spatial genetic correlograms.
We also performed Mantel tests [49] on the pairwise genetic and geographical distance matrices using the AIS software [50] . Detailed patterns of spatial genetic structure across the complete sampled area were visualised using the ''genetic landscape shape'' (GLS) interpolation procedure in AIS [50] . The design of this method allows to visualize patterns of genetic diversity across a surface in a three-dimensional space (x-and y-axes represent latitude and longitude whereas z-axis represents genetic distances). Genetic structure across the landscape was inferred from measured genetic distances using an inverse distance weighted interpolation across a uniform grid laid over the entire sampling area. A grid size of 60660 was selected (we also tested 1006100 and 50650 grids), with a distance weighting parameter (a) of 1.
Mitochondrial DNA Statistical Analysis
Sequences were aligned using CLUSTAL 1.81 [51] and edited using BIOEDIT version 7.0.9 [52] .
Intrapopulation Genetic Diversity
The haplotypes were identified and characterised using the GENEALEX version 6.0 software [47] .
Genetic variation was estimated using haplotype diversity h [53] and nucleotide diversity p [54] with the software ARLEQUIN version 3.5 [55] .
Phylogenetic Relationships among Haplotypes
Networks enhance haplotype relationships rather than conventional phylogenetic trees when recent multifurcations occur, the level of haplotype divergence is low and/or ancestral and derived haplotypes coexist [56] . Therefore, we also examined relationships among haplotypes with a reconstructed network in the NET-WORK version 4.5 software [57] . We used the median joining algorithm with default settings for constructing the network (weight = 10 and e = 0).
Genetic Differentiation among Populations
AMOVA based on F ST (using haplotypes frequencies) and W ST (using genetic distances with Kimura algorithm) were conducted to assess population structure patterns with the ARLEQUIN version 3.5 software [55] . Statistical significance of derived indices was assayed through a nonparametric permutation method (5000 permutations). Likewise, we estimated pair-wise genetic differentiation between populations with W ST and F ST indices. 
Demographic History and Neutrality Test
We used distributions of the number of pair-wise mutational differences among individuals -or mismatch distributions -to explore demographic patterns of populations with DNAsp version 5.0 software [58] . Raggedness indices were using to analyse goodness of fit of population expansion model according to Harpending [59] .
We also test spatial or demographic expansion estimating Tajima's D [60] and Fu's F [61] , using DNAsp 5.0. We assessed significance with 1000 permutations.
We used a Bayesian approach implemented in BEAST software (version 1.4.8) [62] to estimate the time of the most recent ancestor (TMRCA) and to investigate patterns of changes in effective population size throughout the coalescent history of this species.
We examine two different models of rates variation among branches: the strict clock and the uncorrelated lognormaldistributed relaxed molecular clock analyzing ESS values in TRACER [63] . A ESS.200 provided a strong support for a relaxed molecular clock. Under the relaxed molecular clock, we considered three different demographic models (Bayesian skyline, expansion growth and constant size). Analyses using expansion growth and constant size models prior were unsuccessful, failing to reach convergence in multiple analyses.
Mitochondrial rates have been proposed for arthropods to be in the range of 1.5-3.96% pairwise divergence per million years [64] . We apply a mitochondrial mean rate estimate of 2.3% pairwise divergence per million years for our analyses using BEAST version 1.4.8 [62] .
Therefore, we selected an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed molecular-clock model using Bayesian skyline tree prior in BEAST with the average number of substitutions per site across the tree averaged to be 0.0115 per million years and unconstrained rates for individual branches.
We use the Bayesian Skyline Plot method (BSP) implemented in the BEAST version 1.4.8 software to visualize the dynamics of the population size fluctuation over time considering GTR substitution model with invariant sites, a constant growth rate for the skyline model and a chain length of 40000000. To test whether our results were influenced by population structure and nonrandom sampling we conducted extensive experiments using a wide range of different parameter settings. To identify the influence of the number of coalescence groups, analyses were repeated with 4, 6, and 10 groups and the models were compared. Finally, it is assumed that the control region in insects evolves essentially neutrally and that therefore signals of non-neutrality should be associated with population size changes rather than with signals of selection.
Estimates and credible intervals for each parameters and demographic reconstruction were analysed with the software TRACER v.1.1.4 [63] confirming that effective sample size values were better than 200 and that repeated runs with the same settings yielded similar posterior distributions.
Gene Flow Pattern and Effective Population Size
Asymmetric migration rates between pairwise studied populations were estimated from haplotypes using Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) coalescent modelling implemented in LAMARC version 2.1.3 [14] . Uniform priors were placed on h [0.001-1] and M . LAMARC analysis consisted of 3 simultaneous searches with automatically adjusted heating temperature using 15 initial chains of 10000 iterations with a burn-in of 1000, followed by 2 final chains of 120000 iterations with a burn-in of 12000. We verified convergence of the likelihood in MCMC chains using TRACER [63] .
Results
DAMD-Analysis
Intrapopulation genetic diversity. The analysis of DAMD profiles in D. elongatus using M13 and INS primers detected a total of 155 informative DNA fragments, 152 of which were polymorphic. No linkage disequilibrium was detected between DAMD markers.
The DAMD variation was quantified (assuming F IS = 0) in twenty Argentinean populations ( Table 1 ). The percentage of polymorphic loci (PPL) varied from 100% in RAU, COE, GUA, MCA, STO, YAP, RCO and HCM to 96.8% in SCA, and the mean expected heterozygosity (H E ) ranged from 0.449% in HCM to 0.395% in the sample of SCA. Similarly, YAP (0.601), RAU (0.582) and RCO (0.581) populations had a higher Shannon's index (I), and SCA population (0.488) had a lower Shannon's index (I). The population with the lowest diversity values was SCA, whereas the highest variability was concentrated in populations of Las Yungas and in the north of Espinal biogeographic region. Spearman partial correlation analysis showed that both H E and I negatively correlated with latitude (r = 20.568, P = 0.008; r = 20.374, P = 0.01, respectively). Positive correlations were found between I and the minimum temperature (r = 0.512, p = 0.02). Whereas H E was positively correlated with minimum temperature and mean temperature (r = 0.598, P = 0.005; r = 0.611, P = 0.004).
The results assuming inbreeding and considering the previously F IS value estimated through isoenzymatic studies (see Materials and Methods) revealed very similar results (data not shown).
Genetic differentiation among populations and gene flow. A hierarchical AMOVA conducted over the 20 populations of the three biogeographic regions indicated that approximately 87% of the DAMD variation arose from genotypic variation within populations (W PT = 0,132; P = 0.001), whereas about 12% of the variation was due to differences among populations within regions (W PR = 0,124; P = 0.001). A low proportion of the variation (1%) could be attributed to regional differences (W RT = 0,010; P = 0.001), which, even though significant, indicated a low structure at the biogeographic level.
When populations are divided according to their distribution across the Paraná River, two groups were obtained: the east Region, including populations located at east of the Paraná River (STO, YAP, MCA, MOC, CON, COE and GUA), and the west Region, containing populations distributed west of Paraná River (RCA, RLS, SCA VET, COB, CAR, CAM, CAÑ , PUI, RAU and FLO). Similar results were obtained when AMOVA was carried out considering east and west regions showing little variation (1%) at the regional level, whereas significant variation was found among (11%) and within (88%) population levels (data not shown).
Pairwise F ST sample comparisons and gene flow estimations (N e m) between populations are summarised in Table 2 . Although most pairwise gene flow estimates were significant (N e m .1), they were insufficient to prevent genetic differentiation.
The highest values of mean gene flow were found in populations located at the northern edge of the studied distribution (RCO, In the Bayesian analysis of population differentiation considering all populations, the best model with the lowest DIC value was the full model in which h B was equal to 0.13 ( Table 3 ). The DIC value for the f = 0 model was slightly higher than the DIC value for the full model. Therefore, we could not rule out that some inbreeding occurred in these populations. The h B = 0 model showed the highest DIC value, providing strong support for genetic differentiation among the analysed populations.
Bayesian approaches were applied to analyse genetic differentiation between regions and among populations within each region ( Table 3 ). The DIC criterion for model choice favoured the full model over all other tested models. The estimates of h B among populations within Pampeana, Espinal and Las Yungas biogeographic regions and among biogeographic regions suggest a significant genetic differentiation among populations and low levels of biogeographic structure supporting the AMOVA results.
All three BAPS analyses, i.e., clustering on the individual or population level and using geographic coordinates as informative priors or not, resulted in 16 congruent genetic clusters ( Fig. 1 A, B and C). Nonspatial and spatial clustering of groups of individuals resulted in the best partitions with log marginal likelihoods of 37,116.71 and 37,167.75 at P = 1, respectively. In agreement with the studied models, the populations of Las Yungas region (RCO and HCM) fell into a single genetic cluster. GUA and COE from Pampeana region clustered together, and STO and YAP from Espinal biogeographic region and CAÑ from Pampeana fell into a single genetic cluster. In particular, the admixture analysis showed large numbers of individuals with admixed ancestry in the clusters of HCM + RCO and STO+ YAP + CAÑ , indicating that admixed populations are prone to be in the northern distribution of the study area (Fig.1 B) .
The mixture analysis within each biogeographic region supported the global analysis. The highest marginal likelihood was obtained for 10 clusters in Pampeana (20,324.96, 20,296 .88) and 6 clusters in Espinal (12,457.04, 12,445.66) with and without geographic information, respectively.
Results from STRUCTURE under the admixture ancestry model with correlated allele frequencies identified 18 genetic groups in the data set. The software identified HCM + RCO and GUA + COE as two genetic clusters (Fig. 1 D) . Although the optimum K-value revealed by STRUCTURE was K = 18 with the lower log of marginal likelihood (34,676.54), K = 16 had a near value of log of marginal likelihood (34,702.68), thereby establishing the additional genetic cluster STO+ YAP + CAÑ (Fig. 1 E) .
An AMOVA with the genetic groups of populations obtained in the BAPS analysis attributed 11% of the overall variance to differentiation among populations (W PR = 0,108; P = 0.01) and 89% to variation within populations (W PT = 0,107; P = 0.01), whereas the biogeographic regions could not be differentiated. Comparable results were obtained when hierarchical analysis was carried out contemplating eastern and western populations separated by the Parana River (data not shown).
Phenetic relationships. Neighbour-joining analysis at the population level based on Nei genetic distances (Fig. 2) showed that populations are not grouped according to their biogeographical region, supporting the results of the analysis of population differentiation. The cluster of Las Yungas populations (RCO and HCM) showed the highest bootstrap support (91%). Significant clustering was observed among most populations of Pampeana biogeographic region (except CAÑ and CAM). PUI and SCA are grouped with a support of 74%, RAU and FLO showed a bootstrap of 61%, VET, CAR and COB are grouped with 57% bootstrap support, while COE and GUA presented a bootstrap support of 44%.
Spatial genetic structure analysis. Mantel tests detected a pattern of isolation by distance (IBD), revealing a significant positive relationship between pairwise genetic and geographical distances for the entire study region (r = 0.071, P = 0.0009). In Pampeana and Espinal (r = 0.136, P = 0.0009; r = 0.111, P = 0.0009, respectively), there was evidence of isolation by distances (IBD). These results suggest that the population of D.
elongatus in the studied region may have reached equilibrium between genetic drift and migration.
The results of spatial genetic autocorrelation analysis across the entire study region are shown in Figure 3 for distance classes of 50 and 100 km with 95% confidence intervals. The correlogram for the 50-km distance class size showed positive and significant values of r at 50 km (r = 0.115, P = 0.001) and 100 km (r = 0.017, P = 0.001) with an X -intercept at 127.7 km (Fig. 3 A) . The correlogram for the 100-km distance class size detected positive and significant values of r at 100 km (r = 0.071, P = 0.001), but significantly negative values for distances up to 200 km, with an Xintercept at 187.7 km (Fig. 3 B) . These results suggest that populations of D. elongatus located at shorter distances than 100 km are more genetically similar to each other than expected by an IBD pattern and that the genetic differentiation for populations located at distances over 200 km is higher than expected from random spatial distribution.
The genetic landscape shape analysis showed a strong pattern of higher genetic differentiation among populations in the central area of the distribution range (Fig. 4) . The highest peaks are located in the central-west edge of the studied area corresponding to south-east of Córdoba Province and south-west of Santa Fe Province between SCA and VET populations (Fig. 4, P3) . Two peaks occurred at the south-western edge of Córdoba Province (Fig. 4, P1 and P2) , and a 4 th peak was observed at the northeastern edge of Córdoba Province (Fig. 4, P4) . The landscape plot showed low genetic distances between individuals (represented as a trough) in the western limit of the Espinal region, M5 and M6, indicating low barriers to gene flow. (Table 4 , see Appendix S1). All differences between haplotypes were due to substitutions (31 transitions and 10 transversions).
The most common and widespread haplotype (DE-14) consisted of 66 individuals and was detected in 15 out of 19 analysed populations (MCA, MOC, COE, GUA, CAM, CAR, CAÑ , PUI, FLO, RAU, COB, VET, SCA, RLS and RCA). The second most frequently observed variant (DE-24) was found in 26 individuals appearing in 9 populations (STO, YAP, MOC, CON, COE, GUA, CAM, RLS and RCA) ( Table 4) .
The Pampeana and Espinal biogeographic regions shared 6 haplotypes, whereas no haplotyes were shared between Las Yungas and the remaining biogeographic regions. In Pampeana, 14 private haplotypes were identified, 5 of which occurred in a single individual (singletons). In Espinal, 10 private haplotypes were detected, 6 of which were singletons. Populations with a higher degree of private haplotypes were CAR (four private haplotypes) and MOC and RCO (both with three private haplotypes). When populations were grouped according to their geographic position with respect to Paraná River, we demonstrated that the east and west regions only shared 3 haplotypes. The most frequent haplotypes (DE-14 and DE-24) and DE-08 were present in GUA and CAÑ . In the east region, 10 private haplotypes were detected, 5 of which occurred in a single individual, whereas in the west region, 15 private haplotypes were detected, 5 of which were singletons.
Genetic diversity indices are shown in Table 4 . Haplotype (h) and nucleotide diversity (p) ranged from 0 to 0.917 and 0 to 0.017, respectively. YAP and GUA showed the highest haplotype diversity, whereas CON and FLO showed the lowest values of haplotype diversity. The highest values of nucleotide diversity were detected in MOC, GUA and SCA, and CON and FLO showed the lowest values (Table 5) .
Haplotype diversity was found to be positively and significantly correlated with maximum annual temperature (r = 0.466; P = 0.044).
Phylogenetic relationships among haplotypes. The COI median joining network displayed a genealogy with two main haplotypes separated by two mutational steps (Fig. 5) . The haplotype network suggested that the most common haplotypes (DE-14 and DE-24) might be proposed as ancestral haplotypes by their internal position in the network, the number of lineages that arise from them, and their frequencies.
Light haplotype structuring was evident because of the fact that some star-like phylogenies were found in different parts of the network. Some of the star-like groups were found in a particular region or in adjacent populations with related haplotypes radiating from a single common haplotype. This scenario was observed for the cluster around DE-24, which was found only in the eastern region of the sampled distribution. Three haplotypes (DE-13, 22 and 26) were exclusively from the east edge of the studied area (populations between STO and GUA), whereas haplotype DE-12 was distributed exclusively from VET to FLO (southern region of the distribution).
Genetic differentiation among
populations. The AMOVA that accounted for frequencies and divergence between haplotypes revealed that only 5% of the genetic variance was found among biogeographic regions (W CT = 0.202, P = 0.07), differences among populations within regions accounted for 19% Table 4 . Cont. The parallel analysis using F ST statistics showed a higher level of variation among biogeographic regions (6.7%) (F CT = 0.067, P = 0.028) and lower levels of differentiation among populations within biogeographic regions (18.5%) and within populations (74.7%) (F SC = 0.198, P = 0.0001 and F ST = 0.252, P = 0.0001, respectively). The F ST statistics values were generally lower, suggesting the importance of haplotype divergence in the population structure pattern.
Differences were also found when considering east and west regions separated by Paraná River. A higher level of genetic differentiation was evident among regions when the geographic groups were taken into account for the AMOVA analysis. Differences among east and west regions accounted for 15.8% (F CT = 0.151, P = 0.0001) of the total variation, while only 12.7% (F SC = 0.281, P = 0.0001) of the variance could be attributed to variation among populations within regions and 71.5% could be attributed to within-population variability (F ST = 0.158, P = 0.0001). The same pattern was found for the analysis using W ST statistics. Differences among regions accounted for the 11.8% (W CT = 0.168, P = 0.004) of the variance, while 14.8% of the variation was attributed to differences among populations within regions (W SC = 0.266, P = 0.0001) and 73.4% to differences within populations (W ST = 0.118, P = 0.0001).
Pairwise comparison W ST test among the 19 populations demonstrated significant differences in 66 of 153 comparisons after sequential Bonferroni correction (Table 5) . Pairwise W ST values ranged from 20.004 to 1. CON was found to be exceptionally highly differentiated from every other population, while RLS, RCA and CAR showed the lowest values of differentiation.
Pairwise F ST varied from 20.004 to 1, and significant values were detected in 75 of the 153 comparisons ( Table 5 ). The highest values were found in pairwise comparisons including CON population, while the lowest values were detected in RCA and COB.
Demographic history and neutrality test. Results of Tajima's D, Fu's Fs tests and raggedness statistic of mismatch distribution analysis are provided in Table 6. Tajima's D and Fu's Fs tests were only significant for the east region (populations located at east of Paraná River). These results were confirmed by the observed mismatch distributions, which closely matched those expected under a model of sudden expansion. The mismatch distribution plot for the east region was smooth and unimodal, indicating a population expansion, whereas the multimodal pattern of the west region mismatch distributions may suggest strong population subdivision and a stable population size (Table 6 , Fig. 6 A and B) .
At the population level, COB and RAU have negative and significant Tajima's D (P = 0.013 and 0.028 respectively) and Fu's Fs values (P = 0.009 and 0.022, respectively). The mismatch distribution for YAP was clearly unimodal and closely matched the expected distributions under the expansion model, whereas COB and RAU showed bimodal distributions, suggesting that expansion events were not detected with this analysis (data not shown).
Historical demographic reconstructions (BSPs) of the east and west regions are shown in Fig. 6 . After a long phase of demographic stability, the east region appeared to experience an accelerated demographic expansion phase approximately 150000 years before present, followed by an abrupt decrease in population size approximately 100000-75000 years ago (Fig. 6 C) . A somewhat similar trend was observed in the west region for which a slower population growth would have occurred at around 250000 years ago after a relatively constant population size over time and a strong decline nearly 150000 years before present (Fig. 6 D) . The estimated T MRCA for the east region was approximately 0.66 Myr (660000 years) in the late Pleistocene glacial cycles (mean = 0.662, 95% CI = 0.296-1.081, ESS = 1224.3). The mean Bayesian T MRCA for the west region was 0.74 Myr (740000 years) (mean = 0.748, 95% CI = 0.366-1.194, ESS = 1043.2). All sampled populations coalesce at approximately 740000 years, indicating that the west region is the most ancestral.
Individual population sizes were traced back to the origin of each population as inferred by BSP analysis. YAP Bayesian skyline plot showed a population size growth event at approximately 260.000 years ago, followed by a relatively stable population size (data not shown).
T MRCA values for each population dated back to the late Pleistocene, with mean values between 0.09-0.739 Myr (Table 7) . CON had the highest value of differentiation and presented the lowest value of T MRCA (mean = 9.33 E -2 , CI = 2.33 E -2 -0.176), suggesting a very recent colonisation. GUA showed a similar T MRCA (mean = 0.662, CI = 0.296-1.081) to the entire east region, indicating that this population is the most ancestral of the eastern region.
Historical population size and migration rates. The results obtained from the LAMARC analysis showed low values of historical gene flow, ranging from 10 25 to 2.91. The coalescent model revealed asymmetrical migration rates from southwest to northeast. The highest migration rates were detected among nearby populations located in the east region (Fig. 7) , with the exception of VET-COB and RLS-SCA, which belong to the west region. CON is effectively isolated with little gene flow (0.0003,Nem,0.311), even from neighbouring populations. It also provides an extremely low level of migrants to other east region populations. Our results showed high levels of migration from CAM and CAÑ (the nearest populations to the Paraná River in the west region) to the eastern populations, but no migration in the reverse direction, indicating a possible colonisation route for this species (Fig. 7) .
Discussion
Dichroplus elongatus, a widely distributed South American grasshopper, is considered to be an agricultural pest of crops and forage grasses of great economic importance [19, 20] . We examined the genetic variability using nuclear and mitochondrial markers in an attempt to characterise the population structure of this species of grasshopper. This analysis of 20 Argentinean populations of D. elongatus using Direct Amplification of Minisatellite Regions (DAMD) and a 527 bp fragment of COI mtDNA sequences demonstrated higher levels of intraspecific variation comparable with other orthoptera taxa [65, 66, 67] .
DAMD analysis in D. elongatus showed that genetic variability was characterised by a decrease in PLP, H E and I as a function of latitude and temperature. The low level of DAMD variability detected in southern populations could be related to the fragility of the populations due to the extension of agroecosystems in the southernmost studied area. Populations at high latitude in the studied area include the southernmost analysed populations of Pampeana region and the westernmost studied populations of Espinal. All of the studied high-latitude populations belong to geographic provinces that are subject to intense agricultural exploitation (Córdoba, Buenos Aires and Santa Fe). Grasshopper control through agropesticides may explain the reduction in population size and the consequent loss of genetic diversity in these populations.
The DAMD population structure estimated by AMOVA showed that the distribution of the variation is not associated with the biogeographic or geographic region of origin and that the main genetic differentiation lies within populations. Accordingly, the Bayesian analyses of genetic differentiation showed that the ''full model'' better explains the detected variation, indicating genetic differentiation among populations and some local inbreeding. However, the model that implies differentiation between populations and lack of local inbreeding also managed a good fit, which suggests that local inbreeding is low.
The analysis of DAMD population structure using Bayesian cluster approaches through BAPS and STRUCTURE software efficiently identified the number of clusters or ideal populations. BAPS demonstrated the existence of at least 16 ideal populations, i.e., genetically differentiated clusters. The software recognises sampled populations in Las Yungas (RCO and HCM) and two populations of Pampeana (COE and GUA) as an ideal population and identifies a cluster consisting of two nearby populations of Espinal and a distant Pampeana population (STO, YAP, CAÑ ). STRUCTURE software identified 18 ideal populations suggesting two clusters, one of which brings together RCO-HCM and another cluster grouping COE-GUA. The a posteriori probability for K = 16 introduced only minor differences and identified an additional cluster formed by STO, YAP and CAÑ .
This result confirms the level of DAMD differentiation between populations detected by AMOVA, Bayesian analysis of differentiation and the phenogram, suggesting a significant constraint on gene flow, even among nearby populations, or a low level of shared polymorphisms. The analysis of the assignment of individuals through BAPS considering the option of ''admixture of genomes'' gives additional information. HCM, RCO, STO and YAP populations contain more individuals with a mixture of ancestries suggesting the importance of gene flow in the observed differentiation. Estimates of gene flow between pairs of populations support these results, as they showed increased gene flow between populations grouped by the probabilistic assignment of individuals (HCM-RCO) (COE-GUA).
The strong signal of detected population structure is not common in species of Orthoptera. A microsatellite loci analysis of 24 populations of Mioscirtus peccary in the Iberian Peninsula identified only 8 clusters [66] . Similar results were detected by analysing the variability in microsatellite loci of Locusta migratoria. Analysis of 24 populations in Europe, China and Madagascar identified 7 ideal populations [67] . In both species, an important population structure was detected, but it was less than that demonstrated for D. elongatus in Argentina.
The spatial genetic structure analysis not only demonstrated that D. elongatus was genetically highly diverse, but also that the DAMD variation among populations was geographically associated. The autocorrelation results are in agreement with the Mantel test results. Both approaches demonstrated a significant increase in genotypic distances among populations with growing geographic distance. Analysis of variation in DAMD loci on a large scale by use of Mantel test showed IBD when considering the entire studied area, or the separate biogeographic regions of Pampeana and Espinal (data not shown). Genetic differentiation tends to increase with increased geographic distance, but that relationship explains only 12% of the variation. The remaining variation is due to variability within populations. Spatial autocorrelation analysis showed a high correlation among individuals at the smallest distances. We have detected a consistent pattern of fine-scale genetic structure with positive autocorrelation for populations separated by less than 100 km, whereas populations separated by more than 200 km showed greater genetic differences than expected from a random distribution. The autocorrelation and Mantel test results indicate that proximate populations are genetically more alike than more distant ones.
Positive autocorrelation signals may also be due to spatial patterns shaped by natural selection, but only at selected or linked loci [68] . This scenario is not applicable to the D. elongatus DAMD loci. Our results suggest that although migration and genetic drift The P values for Tajima's D, Fu's F S and r indicate the probability that simulated statistic will be more negative than the observed statistic. occur among adjacent populations, measurable relatedness among neighbouring populations declines with distance, and dispersal over distances greater than 200 km is not typical, whereas effective gene flow may occur for populations separated by less than 100 km. Thus, besides local endogamy, restrictions in gene flow in D. elongatus may lead to a non-homogenous spatial structure and justify the variation through space. In general, the DAMD pairwise gene flow estimates of neighbour populations are relatively low (1,N e .m,2), supporting the importance of restrictions in gene flow in the signals of autocorrelations. The environmental characteristics typifying the different habitats that shape the conditions of a landscape can either limit or promote the movement of individuals in populations and so the extent of genetic connectivity [69] . Among physical barriers that may reduce genetic connectivity (such as rivers or mountains), anthropogenic features have been shown to slow animal dispersal. In D. elongates, the genetic landscape shape plot shows a strong restriction in gene flow between populations from regions that would have been more disturbed by anthropogenic activities (SCA, RLS, RCA and VET populations). Road edges and grassy margins are common features in most agricultural landscapes [70] . These elements may act as corridors for dispersal and facilitate the exchange of individuals among more distant patches. Grassy margins may also provide temporal retreats from which individuals could recolonize grassland patches after disturbances [71] . Córdoba, Buenos Aires and Santa Fe Provinces correspond to highly exploit agricultural areas of Argentina, and fields in this region lack of grassy margins. Such agroecosystem could explain the genetic discontinuities found nearby.
The analysis of mtDNA sequence of D. elongatus identified 32 haplotypes and demonstrated large values of nucleotide (0.002-0.017) and haplotype (0.524-0.917) diversity, but no geographic pattern was detected. Most populations share one or both of the most frequent haplotypes . The presence of shared haplotypes in most populations may be explained by one of two scenarios: restricted gene flow among local populations or the predominance of ancestral haplotypes [72] .
The limited gene flow among populations indicated by minisatellite analysis and LAMARC studies support the second scenario. However, the magnitude of estimated gene flow between pairwise populations according to mtDNA data was different from some of the estimates based on F ST values using DAMD data. The results from LAMARC analysis demonstrated that there was some directional bias in dispersal, especially between local populations of D. elongatus in different geographic regions. mtDNA (reflecting female movement) suggested a marked directionality of gene flow from western to eastern populations and at a minor level from south to north, suggesting a directional movement of females towards the north-eastern populations.
The relationship between haplotype and nucleotide diversity may be explained by different demographic frameworks [73] . Advanced studies using coalescent-based approaches allow for an effective detection of historical demographic changes [12, 13, 14] .
When values of haplotype (h.0.5) and nucleotide (p.0.5%) diversity are high, the population is stable with a relatively long evolutionary history. Populations of STO, MCA, MOC, COE, GUA, CAR, PUI, VET, SCA and RLS meet this condition, suggesting apparent population stability.
Low values of p and high values of h suggest the existence of small populations that have suffered recent population growth. This situation is observed for RAU, where haplotype diversity is relatively high and nucleotide diversity is relatively low. This population has a relatively high frequency of one of the ancestral haplotypes and no private haplotype. Neutrality tests, conducted through the Tajima's D and Fus Fs indices, support the hypotheses of a recent expansion in RAU from a relatively small population.
When p values are high and h values low, the population may have high genetic differentiation. This situation is observed for CAM and RCA, which have the lowest values of h (with the exception of FLO and CON) and high nucleotide diversity. These results may reflect the divergence level of both populations.
When both p and h values are low, the population might have undergone a reduction in population size or a recent colonisation event that generated few mitochondrial lineages. CON, FLO and RCO are characterised by low values in both indices, reflecting that these populations may have experienced a reduction in population size in the past. The estimated T MRCA showed that CON and FLO are the youngest populations (90000 and 170000 years before present supporting the hypothesis of a very recent colonisation of these sites, whereas RCO is an older population (242000 years before present), suggesting that low genetic diversity may reflect anthropogenic pressure.
The mtDNA diversity analysis reveals that D. elongatus exhibited a higher degree of variation with respect to other grasshopper species. In Mioscirtus wagneri, the analysis of 16S and COII partial sequences in 24 natural populations of Iberian Peninsula showed values of haplotype (0-0.68) and nucleotide diversity (0-0.0006) that were substantially lower than those observed in the present study [65] . Genetic analysis of mtDNA COI partial sequences among 12 populations of the rice grasshopper Oxya hyla intricate, which is a rice pest in southeast Asia, showed moderate values of genetic diversity (h = 0.362-0.80; p = 0.0006-0.0026) [67] . AMOVA results based on W ST and F ST statistics showed some differences. The AMOVA based on W ST revealed greater differentiation among populations (14.8%) than the AMOVA based on haplotype frequencies (F ST ) (12.7%), indicating the relative importance of the divergence between haplotypes in the pattern of observed population differentiation. AMOVA analysis also indicated that ,70% of the variation could be explained by differences within populations, while only ,15% of the variation was attributed to differences among populations within regions. A large component of the variation (,12%) was observed among geographic regions (east and west sides of Paraná River). Pairwise comparisons based on the frequency of haplotypes and the distances between them (W ST ) indicated that CON is the most differentiated population from the others. The high genetic differentiation detected between populations located on both margins of the Paraná River suggests significant restrictions in gene flow mediated by females and substantial large scale geographical differentiation.
Phylogenetic inference based on the haplotype network displayed a ''star-like'' shape with DE-24 being the most probable ancestral haplotype. This structure reveals a shallow geographic structure.
The present results are indicative of significant genetic differentiation of mtDNA lineages among the eastern and western populations, although these regions do not appear to display a strong phylogeographic signal. Different populations exhibit different histories, and even it is wrong to assume that ancestral or refugial populations have stable population histories [74] .
Pleistocene era was characterised by cyclic climatic oscillations between warm and cold periods affecting population isolation in many species through recurrent glaciations [75, 76] .
The analysis based on the molecular clock model for COI haplotypes supports the hypothesis that the D. elongatus populations from the studied area of Argentina originated 740000 years ago during Middle Pleistocene (781000-126000 years before pesent). Moreover, our T MRCA analysis indicates that populations located west of Paraná River (an important geographical barrier in the studied area) are the most ancient; however, populations located at east of Paraná River showed higher values of genetic diversity, suggesting secondary contact.
Paleo-taxonomic approaches suggested that environmental conditions should be some different in west and east regions of Paraná River during Pleistocene. The west region must have been more cold and arid environmental conditions, with a manifest predominance of open environments whereas west region of Paraná River must have been associated to more benign conditions, i.e., warm and humid [77] . During the Pleistocene, the Paraná River would have experimented oscillations in water level and would have left act as a geographical barrier [77, 78] . This scenario would allow the entry of west grasshoppers to warm and humid areas in southwest-northeast direction as detected by the LAMARC analysis in Middle Pleistocene. Further oscillations in water levels of the Paraná River during Upper-Middle Pleistocene transition, may also explain a secondary contact among both regions across the River in west-east direction. In agreement, the pairwise mismatch analysis in eastern region fitted into a pattern of population undergoing expansion, supporting an extremely dynamic history of eastern populations.
The migration rate analysis showed that one of the most likely routes of colonisation of the eastern region was through the area containing the CAM and CAÑ populations, which was formed by a slightly elevated block during Middle Pleistocene [79] . Our analysis demonstrates that from CAM and CAÑ , western individuals dispersed to GUA and from there colonised the eastern region. This finding is supported by the analysis of the time of the most recent common ancestor (T MRCA ), which points to GUA as the most ancient population of the eastern region.
According to the BSP, after a phase of constant population size, the eastern and western regions appear to have experienced a demographic expansion, beginning approximately 150000 and 250000 years before present, respectively. Paleoenvironmental studies of the landscape in these regions during Late Pleistocene, but before Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), suggest the existence of suitable environmental conditions characterised by a slight humidity elevation and grassland vegetation [77] , supporting the results of BSP.
Even though, Pleistocene climatic changes affect patterns of intraspecific diversity [80] , recent approaches have demonstrated that other causes, such as behavioural and morphological adaptations, may also influence dispersal and differentiation [81, 82] . Competition among males for local resources or mating chances (intrasexual selection) envisages a male-biased dispersal in polygynous species. Sex biases in dispersion may also generate structured populations affecting selective processes in local populations with different adaptive conditions [83] .
The use of biparental (DAMD) and uniparental (mtDNA) inheritance markers in D. elongatus has provided answers to multiple questions about the population structure and dispersal abilities of these species. There are differences among AMOVAs based on minisatellite loci and AMOVAs based on mtDNA sequences, showing male-biased gene flow. Additionally, different populations of D. elongatus have reproductive and morphological differences, including male sexual selection favouring larger individuals and phenotypic variation as a result of local adaptation to season length and number of generations along a latitudinal gradient [22, 84] . These selective differences may promote the dispersion of males to more favourable regions contributing to shape the observed scenario.
Our results show that the complex demographic history, effective migration, contemporary anthropogenic pressures and landscape heterogeneity could determine the genetic structure among populations of D elongatus. Although climatic events of the Pleistocene have had a marked effect on the historical distribution and intra-specific divergence of D. elongatus, the extreme human land use and recent insecticide approaches used to control pest expansion could affect the intraspecific variation of this species. The dispersing males of D. elongatus may contribute to diminish the chances of genetic loss associated with recent anthropogenic activities in the extended Argentinean agro ecosystem. However in D.elongatus the male biased dispersal may be insufficient to prevent some level on local inbreeding detected through nuclear markers. Further studies examining genetic population structure over time and space are essential to analyse the effect of programmes for combating this grasshopper species.
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